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Need a Break?
– Many of us rely on coffee/tea throughout the day, but what difference could we make by making a one-time donation or recurring donation to our charity of choice for the same amount we spend on these items?

Topics:
– Introductions
– How far your coffee/tea $’s can go!
– Breakouts:
  • Average Work Day: How do you like your coffee/tea? Are desserts involved?
  • Favorite Café Spots
– Online/Mobile Giving Instructions
How Far Your Daily Coffee/Tea $’s Can Go!

$25
Examines, vaccinates, and treats one rescue animal for fleas and worms.

$40
Gifts one audio device for a family to listen to religious texts in their native language.

$59
Films a deployed service member reading a bedtime story and sends it to their children.

You can be the Face of Change!
Hangin’ in There in the Average Work Day
What’s Your Favorite Café spot?
How to Donate?

- CFC Online Giving Portal

- CFC Mobile App
ITA CFC Unit Coordinators:

- Stephanie Hunsucker (E&C)  
  - Stephanie.Hunsucker@trade.gov
- Ashley Cortesi (OGTM)  
  - Ashley.Cortesi@trade.gov
- Aliyah Abraham (I&A)  
  - Aliyah.Abraham@trade.gov
- Chasity Tucker (OCFAO)  
  - Chasity.Tucker@trade.gov
- Jason Capehart (OUS)  
  - Jason.Capehart@trade.gov
- Frank Eggert (TSI)  
  - Frank.Eggert@trade.gov